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The first initiative back in 1990 was taken by Leopold Auinger senior student at the Universiy 

Innsbruck. Rosemarie Kurz, student of the University Graz was interested and took part in the 

founding of this new international association in Brussels. Within two years a network of like-minded 

people in Belgium and Switzerland established a European organization. Since then the members 

(institutions, senior students and emeriti) meet every half year in various cities, exchange 

experiences and discuss common projects.   

EFOS considers the following as her major tasks: fostering of academic studies of older people 

together with younger students or at special academies/universities for older people; fostering of 

joint projects for older students throughout Europe and fostering and securing the access of older 

people to academic education also without formal qualifications. It was soon obvious that from 

country to country the education for older people differs a lot in form and content. That’s why it isn’t 

attempted to propagate a generally applicable model. The special requirements and possibilities in 

each country are taken into consideration. This results in a fascinating multitude of educational 

possibilities and we can continually learn from each other.   

EFOS is involved in Erasmus plus projects 

SeLiD The project Senior´s Learning in the Digital Society (SeLiD) has been approved as 

an Erasmus+ Strategic Partnership for the period 1 September 2019 – 31 August 2021. The 

project is carried out by 8 partners from European universities and is coordinated by the 

Comenius University in Bratislava Centre for Continuing Education.  

EduSenNet project seeks to indentify both the specific needs of older learners aged above 50 and 

the conditions under which they learn. The project examins the extent of possible innovations, how 

they might be undertaken and for which target groups. https://edusennet.efos-europa.eu/ 

VECU Virtual European Cultural Centre (VECU) The VECU project of EFOS was carried 

out from August 2008 till July 2010. It was financially supported by the Grundtvig Learning 

Partnership programme of the European Union. 

EFOS events took place at the University Graz several times: 

EFOS Congress at University Graz April 25th and 26th 2014 

Contents: Presentations of two EU-funded Grundtvig projects carried out between 2011 and 2013 by 

the Department for Generations, ÖH Uni Graz. 

https://www.efos-europa.eu/
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Volunteer in Action addressed the possibility of volunteering in the educational program for older 

people. The following main topics were discussed: Knowledge exchange on the program diversity of 

adult education; Use of personal competences in voluntary work; Development of communication 

methods between the generations; Intergenerational Education - How can It be designed -  

Seniors in the knowledge based society: EU Commission wants to include older persons in the social 

movement and supports e-inclusion with the goal to end the digital divide. E-inclusion has the power 

to close the gap between developed and less developed countries; to promote democracy and 

mutual understanding; to empower disadvantaged individuals, such as seniors, the disabled, the 

poor and the unemployed. Specific interventions must be forced like easy to understand interfaces, 

easy to handle hardware, easy to handle software (touch screens for fourth age), broadband for 

everyone (financial allowance for low incomes), personal assistance and specific designed training 

courses 

EFOS Congress in Graz 2009 see at the downloaded document 


